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The NRC Region I office evaluated the concern that you brought to our attention on October 1,
1991 regarding the Millstone Unit 2 steam jet air ejector (SJAE) radiation monitor. Our

resolution of this concern is discussed below.

You asserted that a new SJAE radiation monitor was installed but not placed into service to
replace the existing, monitor (RM-5099) because Northeast Utilities did not want to use this more
sensitive instrunient with the old steam generators in service. The NRC did n inewtion and
found that the new monitor was installed and operational for approximately two months. The
new monitor is substantially different than th6 old monitor and requires a test and evaluation
period before it is placed into service as a puirerent replacement for the old monitor. When
we did our inspection, Northeast Utilities was considering doing a comparative study of the two
monitors. Following resolution of issues identified during the comparative study, Northeast
Utilities intends to use the new monitor in lieu of the old monitor for Control Room indication

.

and process computer inputs.

Based on the above described inspection, the allegation was not substantiated. Therefore, the
NRC plans no further action. Thank you for informing us of your concerns.

I

Sincerely, |

) <

2 Edward enzinger, Chief
Rea 'ects Branch..
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Allegation file, RI-91-A-0261 j

E. Conner files. l

E. Kelly (Section Chief)
iW. Raymond

T. Shediosky
Contractor's office files (REAGAN)
RI:DRP
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; ALLEGATION UPDATE INFORMATION REQUESTED
BY OC'IOBER 9,1991 PANEL

. Date/ Time Initially
J Received: October 1, 1991 1140 Allegatien No. RI-91-A-0261

i (Infornation Update)
: Name: Address:

Phone: .- City /St./ Zip:

1

Coniidentiality:
Was it requested? No

,
,

! Alleger's Empicyer: NNECO Position / Title: Instrumentation and Centrol
Department Technician !

i

j Facility: Millstone Unit 2 Docket No. : 50-336

Allegation Samcary: h licensee has deliberately delayed placing a new turbine
1

: madan=r steam jet air ejector radiation ~ monitor in service. !

! *
.

Number ef Concerns: 1
;

4

i Employee receiving allegation: J. T. Ehedicsky
Employee updating allegation: J.'T. Shedicskya

Detailed Description of Allegation: A new steam jet air ejector radiation
: monitor has been installed but not yet placed into service to replace the

existing monitor, RM-5099. The alleger stated that he does not believe that the
.: licensee wishes to use this more sensitive instrument with the old steam
j generators because of their problems.

Issue No. 2 only.

Inspectors' Follow-up Information: h Allegation Panel requested IEP to obtain
the status of the air ejector radiation monitor system. The inspector found that
the new monitor has been installed and has been operating for about,two months.
The new monitor is substantially different than the old., monitor and therefore
requires a test and evaluation period before it is placed into service
permanently replacing the old monitor. The licensee presently is considering
operating the two monitors with their outputa simultana-mly recorded on the same
device for a comparison study.

Following the resolution of issues discovered during a test and evaluation period
the new monitor will replace the old control room indication and procesa computer
inputs.

Information in this record was d6!cted '

in accordarte with the FicCdom Cf inictmation 'I
/Act, e;:cm 3rs
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Page No. 2 AILEGATION UPinTE IN1GMAT10N REQUESTED
BY OCIDBER 9,1991 PANEL i

Datenime Initially I

Received: October 1, 1991 1140 Allegatiesn No. RI-31-A-0261
(Information Update)

Name:

.

Design issues may have to be corrected. A deficiency which will probably require
a design change relating to the temperature stability of the detector which is
temperature sensitive by its nature. It presently operates at an elevated
temperature; additional control may be required.

The licensee presently has three steam jet air ejector radiation monitors in
operation in addition the main steam line N-16 gamma monitors. The original

monitor is being replaced for reasons of reliability. Its detector is easily

damaged by moisture. Efforts to control moisture in the sample stream have not
been totally effective. The new monitor seeks to correct this and other
reliability issues; it employs a detector located on the outside of the off-gas
process flow pipe. (A third, temporary monitor, uses a chemistry sample point.

The licensee plans to evaluate the sensitivity of the new monitor, which may not
have the sensitivity of the original monitor because their detector configura-
tions.

Inspector's Recommendation: Allegation program inspection on site; do not

turnover to licensee.

;
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AILEGATION RECEIPT REMET
i

Receu-.A twenwr- 1. 1991 1140
Allegation No. E J. 1f, M o2,G iDate, Time -

Address:
Name:

.

4

City /St./ Zip
Phone:

|Confidi .

Was it requested? No

Alleger'c Emplo/er: NNECO Position / Title: Instnnentation and Control
Department Technician

.

.

Fe.cility: Millstone Unit 2 Docket No.: 50-336

The licensee has deliberately delayed placing a new turbineAllegation 9.::nnery:
condenser steam jet air ejector radiation monitor in service. .

Number of Concerns: 1

,

Empicyee receiving allegation: J. T. Shediosky

Type of restlated activity: Reactor
_

-

Functional Area (s): Operations )
i

Detsiled Eescription of Allegation: A new steam jet air ejector radiation
monitor has been installed but not yet placed into serrice to replace the
existing monitor, RM-5099. 'Ihe alleger stated that be does not believe that the
licensee wishes to use this more sensitive instrument with the old steam

.

generatora because of their problems.'

.
/*

Reference: - .

- . . Issue No. ,2 only.
-
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information in this record was de:cied

in accc dance with thegedom of Information
Act, exe
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ALLEGATION RECEllrf REPORf

Dste.Ti.c
Received: October 2, 1991 1115 Allegation No.

hn: t 'St. / Zip:.

Confidentiality: |
\

Was it requested? No

Alleger's Employer: UNECO Position / Title: Instrun.entation and Control i
'Department Technician

Facility: Millstone, Unit 2 Docket No.: 50-336
|

Allegation Sumary: Instrument and Control Department Library does not have the |
correct technical manual for the Emergency. Diesel Generator local annunciators.

1

Number of Concerns. 1

i

Empicyee receivinF allegation: J. T. Shediosky j

?.i;+ of regalated e .tivity: Reactor
-

|F2.cticnal Areatsi: Operaticr.s -

I

Detailed Iescription of Allegation: The alleger discovered that the IttC
Department Library does not have the correct technical manual for the Emergency
Diesel Generator auramciators.

The alleger has informed the licensee.

.

Informatica in t!!!s rac;ij <as dchd

in accordance with th Fr* dom of indormation i

Act, exempt' -
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VE.NDOR TECHNICAL RO3JAL (VTit) UPDATE 51

REVISION # DATE SIGNATURE.
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INSTRUCTION1

i AND OPERATING MANUAL
~

,

i

;

! &$
.

,i

!
~ MODEL 11P DUAL SET

i

! . PANAGARD
!

TEMPERATURE MONITOR'

-

,

1

1 e e e . .
! ._ __ _ . _ _ . _
2
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| THEORY OF OPERATION a,s,s,amma mest 88
1.1 Equipment Description
1. 5 Theory Of Operatien ,_ -

- - - - ~ ''
| '

,
4
'

D4STALLAT10N INSTRUCTIONS
j 3.1 Installation

' 3. 2 RTD Installation Procedures s

OPERATDIG DISTRUCTIONS
; 3.1 " operating Instructions
j 3.3 Auxiliary Relay CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 2

3. 4 Trip Potat(s) Adjustment 4.1 General Nacussion
,

i 3. 6 Readout 4. 4 Caubratica, Using 3-Wire RTD
, 3.9 Tunctions! Test 4. 5 Calibration, Using 3-Wire RTD
1 3.11 14mp Test 4. 7 Master Module Caubration

| 3.13 Point Reset .

3.15 Horn TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES'

3.17 Response 5.1 Troubleshooting

i

i SCAMA LTD. CD 8100 u -.
eumv st. towuwos omsson or twa maty co eassassAuoA.

1 sunour. tuot.Aac suosit (vuos v s * omf anio cA=Ao* Document No. 900081
May, 1975'

1
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THEORY OF OPERATION AND DESCRIPTION

1.1 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTON 1. 5 THEORY O F OPERATON
'

1. 2 ' Physically, the Daal Set PANACARD System 1. 8 Easemially, the Dual-Set PANACARD System
for temperature monitoring consists of four major for temperature monitorlag uses a Resistance-Tem-
elemente. These are: perature-Detector (RTD) la a bridge circut and som.

1

pares the resistance of the RTD agatast one of two l1. A point module (Model 11-PGDS) for each known resistances la the oppeelag arm of the bridge,
temperature to be montored. ,The resulting difference signal is taohlated (chopped)

and greatly ampitfled. ' R is then demahlated and
2. A master module (11-PM) for each system. applied to the appropriate tutput amplifier which, in '

ture, comrols the various output devices, such as
3. A Panalarm Model 11P annunclator cablast lamps, an aunillary relay, asd the audible signal as

of a size suitable to accommodate the total of items : shown la Figure 1. 'Ibe " trip-pols" always occurs
number 1 and number 2 above, at (or very near) a balanced condition, thereby elimia.

{

,

- sting lanceuracles due to lead error la the RTDetreut, ;

4. An integral or remote power supply, changes la gala la the amplifier Eself, and adverse '

affects from variatloa in ambiens and the supply vol.
1. 3 One master module can accommodate up to tage. In practice, then, the set pois resistors are
300 point modules, although if the temperatures to be adjusted to values equal to that of the RTD at the trip
montored extend over a wide range, it will generally temperatures. {prove desirable to divide the montortag system ido

i
several narrow ranges each wth separate master 1. 7 Again referring to Figure 1, acte that with j
modules la order to provide more accurate tempera- appropriate settching, the elements of two bridges ;* ture indication. Note that trip-polat accuracy will can be set up: one la the potat module, and one la the i

not be affected even though a wide range must be master module. 'the bridge la the point moele pro- !

accommodated. R is only for convenience of calibra- vides the temperature montarlag functies as prevlons-
tion and accuracy of readout that additional master 17 described. The bridge la the master module pro-
modules, each covering a particular range of tempera- vides for indication of either the operattag temperature
ture, may be desirable. (by compartag the RTD with a known precision reels-

tor) or of the temperature to which the tr$-pois has i1. 4 A unique feature of the Dual-Set PANAGARD been adjusted (by comparing the trip-potat adjustlag i

System is its compatibility (both electrically and resistor to the same known resistor). Switching
mechanically) with the Panalarm De-Llae Annunciator necessary to set up these circuits is provided wthis' System. Any given horizontal row of a De-Line the Dual-Set PANAGARD System. j
annunciator cabinet may be devoted exclusively ;
to Dual-Set PANAGARD or exclusively to annuncia-

l
tion. "

SET POINT 1
IST TRIP INDICATOR LAMP (WHITE)1

SET POINT 2
2ND TRIP INDICAMR IAMP (RED)

DEMODULA'It)R
.

4 A RY W YAMPLIFIER

\ 7 q) 4 / '
.

#_.
/ POINT MODULE

"RTD CHOP LAMP 2 DRIVER
- - - - . - , - - . - . -------

J L.
MASTER MODULE

__

METER 10KHz HORN
READ-OUT CIDCK DRIVER

/
RTD

Figure!!

900081 2
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j INST A LU.TTON INSTRl'C' LIONS 1

i .

i !
i 2.1 INS TA t.LA TION should ba used. The capacitive effect !
; of such shielding does not degrade !

2.1.1 Select desired postion for tr. aster module. Dual-set PANAGARD operation. i
j (see steps 2.1.8 and 2.1.7 below for discussion of '

limitationsh 2.1. 4 !! the Dual $et PANAGARD point modules are
; equipped with the optional auxiliary relay, refer to
j 2.1.2 Assure that the De-Line cabinet is lastalled paragraph relating to auxiliary relay under Operating
I and wtred in accordance with the drawing which is Instructions prior to installing these modulet.

Aaraished with the equipment.*

1 2.1.5 Before installing the point modules in the Dual-
.

! 2.1.3 Either 2-wire or 3-wire RTD's may be employ. Set PANACARD cabinet, they should be examined to
.

! ed(refer to paragraph 2.2 for installation proceduress. assure that they are high-trip or low-trip as appro. |'. For maximum accuracy and ease of calibration, time priate. The unas may be changed from one mode of '

i 3-wire RTD is recommended. Wiring should follow operation to another in the fleid by operation of a
good commercial pras.tice with ether solder or screw- selection switch located on the circuit board. Refer4

j type connections being employed. if the 2-wire RTD to Figure 2 for the location and orientation of this
is used, an error proportional to the resistance of switch.

,

the wire will be traroduced in both the trip-point and !

the indicated temperature. If a 3-wire RTD is used. 2.1.6 In the event that the Daal-Set PANAGARD j

no error due to the.resistr're of the wire wul be System has been supplied in combination with the De-
; introduced in trip-point, but some error may be in- Line annunciation equipmem, the chassis rows intended
: curred in the temperature indication (see steps under for Dual-Set PANAGARD will be 6dentified by reddecals

Calibration Procedures for discussion of error due to at the rear of the chassis. The connectors used in.

i lead wire). In general, it is desirable to use the the Dual-Set PANAGARD modules are mot compatible
} largest gauge of wire which can be handled convenient- with the receptacles which are used in those positions
j ly. R is recommended that a minimum of 14 gauge intended for De-Line annunciation.
; wire be used. This is especially true if a long run is
| required. Care should be taken to avoid grounding CAU TION

i the RTD input,and the resistance to ground of the RTD Attempting to force a Dual-Set PANA-
! leads at the PANAGARD terminals should be at least CARD module into a position intended

2 megohms. for annunciation can result m damage
j to the thnal-Set PANAGARD connector.
1 NOTE

2.1.7 The master modulefs) may be inserted in any
, The Dual-Set PANAGARD System has

been carefully engineered to provide position in any row which is imended for Eksal-Set
, maximum immunity to electrical noise. PANAGARD operation.fRefer to Schematic 11450-
4 For this reason, shielded wire is not PGDS for wiring details relating to the master module
f generally required. It is, however, terminals. l la the 6 vent that more than one master mod- |

good practice to run the RTD signal ule is employed, only one may be placedin a given row'

t wire in wire-ways separate from a nd must be insert ed in the row cevering the te mperatur e

| power wiring. This is especially true range for whichit1s cailbrated.

$ 2. 2 RTD INSTALLATION PROCEDt*RESa ve a ft If r nn,

| electrical noise is anticipated, or if
2. 3 All Dual-Set PANAGARD cabinets are equip- 1circumstances require that the signal'

1 *w' ires be run in wire-ways also occu- ped with dummy'* resistors between termir.als R1 :- .

pled by power wiring, shielded leads and R2 and a jumper between terminals R2 and R3.
; Do the following procedure,when installing the R TD.
1

PRDfTED CIRCUIT BOARD HI-th TRIP SELECTION SWITCH |

: \ /-

20-PIN| LIGHT BOX l Q
1 CONNECTOR

I

rno ~

.

j RESET-READ SWITCH 4 8dO d Ri ,

i V |

| TOP VIEW OF POINT PLUG-IN MODULE j

. . 1t
-

Figure 2.

>

3 900081
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CAUTION
f 2.3.1 3 Wire RTD (see Figure il

DO NOT remove resistor if aa RTD
is not to be installed. Damage to the1. Remove resistor between R1 and R2 -

terminals. meter may result if the READ push-
button is depressed and the resistor

2. Remove jumper between R2 and R3 termi- (or RTD) is not la place.

2. 3. 2 2 Wire RTD (see Figure 31

3. Install RTD wire entension leads la acestd.
1. Follow steps 1 and 3. Also heed CAUTIONasce wth appropriate Drawing Number 11450-PGDg */ above. Do not remove jumper between R2 and R3

- termiuLs. This jumper is required for proper sr.,

stem operation.

DUAL-SET PANAGARD
R1 R2 R3 TERMINAL BLOCK

.
' ' '

}l f f fE-

u a.

REMOVE JUMPER WHEN INSTALLING
>

3 WIRE RTD. LEAVE JUMPER IN PLACE*

WHEN INSTALLING 2-WIRE LT.
RESISTOR. REMOVE WHEN L%TALLING RTD
(2 OR 3 WIRE). LEAVE IN PIACE WHEN RTD
IS REMOVED FROM SERVICE TO PREVENT FA!JE
AIARMS AND POSSIBLE METER DAMAGE.

Figure 3. '.-

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
.

3. 4 TRIP-POINT (S) ADJUSTMENT3.1 QAEMTINCtDMIRUCTEFS

3. 2 AUXILIARY RELAY 3. 5 The Dual-Set PANAGARD System is provided
with a means for setting or checking the trip-points

3. 3 De Dual-Set PANAW oelat modules may from the fred of the panet wthout the necessity for
be optionally provided with an auxhh relay. When elaborate calibration equipmed. While the accuracy
this relay is provided, t wul operate in parallel wth of these adjustments are limited by the readablity of
the 2nd trip-point alarm. That is it will be de. the ledtestlag lastrument, and is subleet to some ta-
energized whom the temperature beist moaltored is accuracy depending on the type of RTD used (2 or 3
mormal and energised when the temperature belag wire), It is usually satisfactory to the requiremed.
mostored is abnormal, relative to the 2nd set point. D* Procedare below outilmes the techalque for setting
' lite retar sesy be disabled by moving the slideswtch the trip-poids using the circuhry contained within
located la the ceder of the potat light box, behind the the Dual-Set PANAGARD. For a teore precise tech.
ammeplate, to the down postina so as to preclude re. atque which takes ido account lead wire errors and
lay operation durlag test or trip-polat adjustmest. In other variables, refer to the sectica of Cattiration

Procedures. .

this position, the relay will be disabled regardless of
the status of the Dual-Set PANAGARD System. In
many lastances, it will prove desirable to disable this 3.5.1 A momentary double-throw, center-off toggle I

relay when the Dual-Set PANAGARD System is first swtch (RESET-READ) located in the upper right hand
beiss installed and the trip-polats have not yet been corner of the potat module determines whether the
established. Such disabling does not affect the opera- . module is in the montoring mode, reset mode, or in

the toad mode. Place the toggle to the right (READtion of the alarm lamps.

900001 4
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| postion) and hold it for the duration required to
'I

j establish the trip-potnt setttng.

! 3.10 he N Wa la de e M hand cw.3. 5.3 A toggle switch located in the lower comer of
" . ' meter module (the READ-SET switch) determines mer of ne mamer modale h used to tak t a lalse

.

j => & , the nndicating instrument wul read the actual alarm-8Dal 88 ee 18put of each W th W modules
; operating temperature or the trip-point (1st or 2nd) comroued What mastw. All pows amplify mis

! temperature to which the point module is adjusted, signal and lock lato a steady alert wth the lamps on
! ' Move this to the right or SET position. and me ausulary relay enerCaed. M t is not destr.
1 able to have this relay operate durtag the functices!
I test, the relay sonst first be disabled on each such
; 3. 5.3 Two (2) multi-turn screwdriver operated point by moving the cutout swech on that potat to the
; - potentiometers located in the inside-upper-right corner down position (see parsgraph 3.31.

of the poire moJule inght-box sets the trip-potats. Ibe
potentiometer on the left is for the first trip-point 3.11 1.AMh TUT

.
while the one on the right is for setting the second

! trip-polm. Clockwise rotation of ether of these 3.13 !! the optional LAMP TEST pushbutton has
|

potestometers increases their respective trip-point been provided, it is possible to test au lamps, inde-
temperature. The 1st trip-point wu! be monitored by pemies of ne usurms circutry and imiependes.

; the meter when the point module is in the normal con- of the auxilisty relay, by operating the LAMP TEST
| dition. The 2nd trigi-point wul be monitored by the pushbutton. This is a momemary test ethout lock-in.
i meter when the point module is na an off-normal Lamp test does not ope ste the ausulary relay.
! condition. To set the 1st trip-point, hold the RESET-
| READ switch of the point module in question la the 3.13 PODIT RESET
i READ position when the module is normal and adjust
{ the left puteziometer to the desired trip-potra tem- 3.14 The Dual-Set PANACARD System is provtded

perature as indicated on the meter. To set the 2nd wth lock-in as a standard feature so that an alert,
1 trip-point, hold the RESET-READ swtch of the point even momemary, win be esplayed umil the pois

module in question to the READ position while the in alert has been reset. If, aRet full functional test |module is off-normal and adjust the right-hand poten- or after an alert, the point RESET switch is used.
'

tiometer to the desired temperature as indicated by the lamp (s) on that pois, if not then in alert, wul be,

the meter,j extinguished. If the let trip-pois is then in alert,
i the system will momertaruy return to normal and
I then go into realarm at the first set point. If the 2nd
- 3. 6 M trip-point is then in alert, its lamps wt!! not be affect.
! ed nor wt!! the condition of the auxiliary relay.
i 3. 7 Wuh all of the RESET-READ selector switches
1 of the point modules in their normal (monitor) post- e

: tion, no indication will be seen on the meter of the 3.15 JEM
j master module. When the selector switch la placed
| to the right (READ position) on any one of tim point 3.16 A remote accessory horn is triggered each
j modules, the treter will indicate either the actual time a point goes into alarm. This horn is normally
- operating temperature of that point, or the 1st or suenced when the RESET pushbutton on the master

3ad trip-point (depending on pois status) to which module is depressed. Dis RESET pushbutton can
; the specific point has been adjusted, depending on also be located remotely. De drawings accompany-
; the position of the READ-SET switch immediately tag the equipment deflee the appropriate connections

under the meter. for ether alternate.j =

-
4

| 3. 8 During the time that the RESET-READ selec- 3.17 RESPONIE
| tor swtch of a given pois is placed to the right (READ

..

j position), the laput circuitry to that pois is disabled 3.18 De tabulation below summarises the response
; and the polat is unable to receive an alaran signal. of the Dual-Set PANAGARD Syst6m to those situations
j Operating the selectr a twtch to the READ postion which might be expected to occur in normal usage.
a during any alert condition temperature beyond either
! trip-pois) will not, hewever, extinguish the lamp (s)
j. nor change the state of the musulary relay.

1

j .

4

j 5 was!
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i RESET-READ White Red Audible
! Status selector Swuch Meter lamp Lamp Sigral
i
.

Poht Normal Moa' tor (Comer) No Indication Off Off Off
Point Off-Normal 1st Trip Monitor (Camer) No Indication On Off On
Point Off-Normal 2nd Trap Monitor (Center) No Indication On On On

J

Point Norma! * READ (Right) RTD Temperature or Trip. Off Off Off
'

,

Potat Setting
Poist Off-Normal 1st Trip * READ (Right) RTD Temperature or Trip. On Off On

Point Settirs let Trip
Potat Off-Normal 2nd Trip * READ (Right) RTD Temperature or Trip. On on On

Poirs Settirg 2nd Trip

Functional Test Monitor (Center) No ladication On On On
Reset, Polm Normal RESET (LeR) No Indication Off Off Off
Roset, Poirt Off-Normal 1st Trip RESET (LeR) No Indication On Off .On
Reset, Poist Off-Normal 2nd Trip RESET (LeR) No Indication On On On

* Operation of the selector switch to READ postion will not change esisting status of lamp (s).

|

CALIBFATION PROCEDURES

.

4.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION '

4. 4 CALIBRATION, USING 2. WIRE RTD |

4.2 The Dual-Set PANAGARD System provides 4. 4.1 From the chart (see Table 1), deterrnine re-wthin its own circuitry, a means for establishing' sistance of RTD at the desired (1st and 2nd) trip-
the trip-polsa, ne procedure for establishing these poirs temperatures.
trtp-points is outuned in passgraph 3. 4 under Operating
lastructions, his technique provides an accurney 4.4.2 Calculate or measure the resistance of the ,

which is usually sufficient to the needs of the appli- lead wires. To measure the resistance, a good V.O. M. i

!cation. The paragraphs below define a procedure (volt, ohm, milliammeter) is usually " uffletentlys
which takes into account those application variables accurate. To calculate the resistance, obtain the .

which cannot be anticipated in the basic design of resistance per foot from any k=h% for the gauge i

the circuitry, used, and multiply by the atmber of feet used, re. I

memberlag that there are two wires effectively in
4. 3 In essence, the Ikal-Set PANAGARD compares series. Listed betww are resistances for some of the
the resistance at ta laput terminals wth that of a more commonly used wire staes at 250C fl70T). |

known resistance la an oppostag arm of the bridge,
under the assumption that this resistance represens AWG Gauge No. Resistance, Ohm /1000 Ft.
that of the Resistance-Temperature-Datector (RTD) 20 10. n
only. In practice, however, this assumption is osten 18 8. 510 -
act fulfilled wth absolute securacy. In the case of
a 2-wire RTD, the resistance at the imput terminals

-- 16 4.004
14 2.S75

consists of the resistance of the RTD at a given tem. 12 1.819
perature, plus the resistance of the two lead wires. If the ambient temperature will be sigstficantly differ-
Obviously, the resistance of the lead wires will' con- eat than 250C, the resistance at the operating ambiert I

tribute an error, since the system is caltirated with may be calculated from the foram11:
the assumption that no such resistance exists. R is
possible, however, as discussed in the paragraph' RT=R25 II * 0.0038 dT), where:below, to ** calibrate out" this resistance for any
selected trip-potat temperature. A second order R is resistance at tha operating temperatureTerror also esists, however, due to the temperature
coefficiert of the lead wire itself. His can be cali- R ', is resistance at 290C2brated out only if the amblerts surrounding the lead 0
wires are constant and predictable. dT is operating temperature minus 25 C

900001 6 !
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Table 1. Calibration Data For 100 Ohm Platinum RTD.

F R fohms) - F R fohms) 0F R (ohmst 0F R fohmst0O

! -328 16.996 50 103.979 440 187.305 830 265.121
1 -320 18. 942 60 1G6.183 450 189.369 840 267.044
! -310 21.374 TO 108.386 460 191.430 ' 8 50 268.962 ,

-300 23.188 80 110.583- 470 193.486 860 210,680 j

-290 26.198 90 112.771 480 195.540 870 272.190
,

1 -280 28.591 100 114.969 490 197.589 440 274.700
j -270 30.984 110 117.156 500 199.437 890 276.604
; -260 33.362 120 119.340 510 201.678 900 278.505 $

2 -250 35.732 130 121.519 520 203.118 910 .280.402 |

f -240 38.096 140 123.698 530 205.752 920- 282.296 i

-230- 40.448 150 125.869 540 207.783 930 284.187 1'

'

-220. 42.179 160 128.039 550 209.811 940 286.072-

j -210 45.135 170 130.203 560 211.835 950 287.957 )
-200 47.468 180 132.366 570 213.857 960 289.835 !

-190 49.792 190 134.524 540 215.873 970 291.712 l

-180 52.110 200 136.249 590 217.888 980 293.583

| -170 54.421 210 138.831 .600 1219.896 990 295.451

! -160 '56.125 220 140.977 410 221.902' 1000 297.316
-150 59.026 230 143.123 620 223.905 1010 299.175

; -140 61.316 240 145.262 630 225.904 1020 301.035
-130 63.607' 250 147,399 640 227.899. 1030 302.888 ..

I
-120 65.886 260. 149.531 6 50 229.890 1040 304.741'
-110 68.163 270 151.660 660 231.818 10 50 306.546

1 100 70.433 200 153.186 670 233.861 1060 308,430
; - 90 12.103 290 155.908 680 235.845 1070 310.268

- 80 14.961 300 158.027 6 90 237.821 1080 312.104
3 - 70 77.218 310 160.140 700 239.196 1090 313.937-
; - 60 19.470 320 102.254 710 241.165 1100 315.765

i - 50 81.717 330 164.361 720 243,131 1110 317.591 -

~

- 40 83.963 340 166.466 730 245.694 1120 319.411
1 - 30 86.201 3 50 168.565 140 247.653 1130 321.231

- 20 88.438 360 170.661 750 249.609 1140 323.043-.

| - 10 90.669 370 172.755 760 251,560 1150 324.854
|' 0 92.896 380 114,844 110 253.510 -1160 326.660-

| 10 95.120 390 176.931 'l80 255.453 1170 '328,464

1 20 97.339 400 179.011 1 90 257.394 1180 330~.264

i 30 99.557 410 181.092 800 259.330 1190 332.060
j 40 101.768 420 183.166 810 261.264 1200 333.852

430 185.238 820 263.195 1202 334.211

!

4.4.3 At'the temperature (s) selected, the resistances thometer be adjusted to precisely that postion which |
. at the input to the Dual-Set PANAGARD is then the sum will cause an alert. As a check on the accuracy of ;

;

; of the RTD resistance as determined in step 4.4.1 and the setting, the RTD (decade tiox) may be adjusted |

i the lead resistance as determined in step 4.4.2. This away from the trip-point flower resistance for a hi8h j
j resistance value may be generated using either .t pre- trip unit) and then be brought to the calibrated value !

i cision decade box or resistors calibrated on a labora- in small increments. The 2nd alert adjustment can !

; tory bridge. Assure that connections are made in only be performed while the point module is in an
accordance with the drawing supp!!ed for the 2-wire alert condition.

~

|4

RTD. 1,

4.4.5 After the point module h s been adjusted for !
.

4.4.4 With the known resistance value connected as either alert condition, the RESET READ selector'

j described above, adiust the appropriate set point re- swtch may be put into the READ position and the set-
sistor in the point module urtti an alert signal is ob- point temperature readings on the meter noted for<

i tained. This operation should be performed with the future reterence. In generst en t-wire RTD's. It can be
RESET-READ selector swisc't .the monitorfnormal) expected that this temperature rending will be somewhatfi

j position. In making this adj@nent, some care will higher than that f or whichthe trip-poirt has been calibra -
be needed to fully realiae the bnerent accuracy of the t'ed sincethe resistanceaf the teads has beenintroduced. .

.

2 Dual-Set PANAGARD. It is important that the poten. although for short lead tergths the difference may not )
be discernible. )

,

I 7 900081
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4. 5 CALIBMTION. t*stNG 3 WIRE RTD '4.8.3 push the RESET-READ selector switch on ::e
point module connected to the decade to the READ I

4. 6 - When a 3-wire RTD is employed,' equal re. position. Move the READ-SET switch on the master '

sistances are, by the nature of the hook-up, inserted module to the READ position and open the front panel
in both the RTD and the e klabration legs of the bridge. Identify the two screwdriver adjusted pots behind te
This greatly reduces the error inherent in the lead . upper holes. The one on the left is the ZERO adjus:
resistances and when the brutge is balanced (trip. and the one on the right is the FULL-SCALE adjus:.
po'nt), renders the system virtually immune to Set the ZERO adjust pot to a point where the meter.

changes in ambient tempe'rature as well as to the reads esactly at the lowest scale marking.
absolute magnaude of lead resistance. Further, the
readout of trip-point setting is unaffected, since the 4.8.4 Set the decade box to the resistance listed :n ;

leads to the remotely located RTD are not involved . Table 2 corresponeng to the full scale marking on :he
in this circuit. There is, however, a limitation in meter scale. Set the FULL-SCALE pot to calibra:e
the readability of the indicating instrument. For' this point,
this reason, a may still be desirable to calibrate the
system for maximum accuracy. The paragraphs 4.8. 5 Repeat steps 4.8.3 and 4.8.4 until the meter
below outline the technique for such calibration. is calibrated at both ends of the scale. Check the

calibration by adjusting the resistance decade to a
Using a pre' ision decade resistor box or. few values corresponding to intermediate scale scark-- 4.6.1 c

bridge calibrated r,esistances, connect a resistance ing points and reading the meter.
equivalera to the resistance of the RTD at the desired
trip-points between the R1 and R2 terminals of the 4. 5. 6 Re-connect the RTD.
appropriate monsor potra and jumper R2 to R3 (refer
to drawing furnished with equipmem). Note that, in Table 2. Typical Sheet Showing Scale Data Informa: ton.
the case of the 3-wire RTD, d is NOT necessary to
calculate (or measure) and insert the lead resistance. Temp V(Open) . Z(Short) RTD(Ohms) Micrea=ps

4.6.2 With the connections established as deset tbed o o ig7.771 120.00 0
above, proceed as with calibration procedures for 150 1.14668 271.421 248.97 500
the 2-wire RTD, steps 4. 4. 4 and 4.4. 5.

4. 7 \1 ASTER MODULE CALIBMTION Value input . [ercent
Desig. Data Scale Ler.gth

4.8 Each master module must be calibrated
periodically to maintain the accuracy of the Dung. 0* 120.00 0

Set PANAGARD System. To perform this procedure. 10 127.17 6.744
a precision resistance decade is required. Refer to 20 134.52 13.484-

Table 2 for the meter scale (s) to be used. 30* 142.06 20.223
40 149.79 26.954

4.8.1 If a remote meter is used. unplug the master 50 157.74 33.697
module connected to it and adjust the zero setscrew 60* 165.90 40.434
on the meter. Integral meters have no mechanical 10 174.21 47.161
zero adjustment. Re-insta11 the me. ster module. 80 182.85 $3.870

; 90* 191.64 60.555
4.8.2 Disconnect the RTD from terminals R1 and 100 200.64 67.211-
R2 (see Figure 3) of one of the point modules. Connect the 110 209.86 s 13.840
precision resistance decade to these terminals. Set the 120* 219.30 80.437
decade to a value that matches the resistanc e of the RTD 130 228,96 86.995
type being usedat the lowest temperature rending on the 140 238.45 93.518
meter scale. Use Table 2 to End the resistance value that 150* 248.9'l 100.000
corresponds to this lowest (no meter deflection) end

0of the scale. The resistance decade may be connected a denotes large divisions (30 C): all osers to be
8to any point module that is used with the master mod. medium divisions (10 C). 3

ule being calibrated. . |
Series Meter Resistor R(X). 1721.95 Ohms !

Meter Resistance. 300 Ohms :
Fu11 Scale Meter Current. 500 Micreamps

;

Line Resistance. 0 Ohms '

R(1). 562 Ohms
R(2). 562 Ohms ;

Supply Voltage. 8.15 Volts i

1

!
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TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES

4

' 5. 6.1 A shorted RTD at that point (30 ohms or less)

! 5. 6. 2 Absonee of jumper or common RTD *ttes
between R2 and R3.,

5.1 TROUBLESHOOTeac*

a 5.6.3 Grounds on RTD wiring.
o

5. 2 Check for proper voltages at the annunciator 5.1 If inaccuracles occur in readout, again check"

main block. for grounds on any of the RTD wires. Also consult.

j
the Calibrattor. Procedures outlined in Section 4. Be

]
5.2.1 Terminal (.) to terminal (-) should read 12V. sure the system is not underpowered, that is 60 |

fpoints maximum o=i (1) 100 point power supply, or '

5. 2. 2 Terminal (.) to terminal (CN) should read 20 poires maximum on (1) 25 potra power supply.4

11.5V.
5. 6 If grounds are found on the RTD wiring, a

5.2.3 Terminal (.) to termiral (LC) should read 6V. good starting poht is at the RTD. Check inside the
weatherproof terminal head assembly. There must

5,2.4 Terminal (.) to termiral (RE) should read not be any electrical contact between the RTD wiring
;

.
12V with meter module installed. and enclosure.

5.2. 5 Terminal (.) to terminal (K) should read 5. , ' If the meter circut is inoperable for certain
12V with meter module installed. poirts, check that the R3 to R2 jumper or the (2) com-

mon wires of the RTD between R3 and R2 are in place.
5.2.6 Terminal (.) to terminal (R2) of meter module If any RTD errors are suspected, remove the RTD,

pcsttion should read 12V with meter module installed, wiring and install a resistor os proper value between
R1 and R2 and a jumper between R2 and R3. This

,
5. 2. 'l Terminal (.) to terminal (CD) should read action will make certain that the point module and the

i 6V (10 KHz output of master module). associated position is OK. {
1

2

5. 3 Check for proper voltage at RTD input termi- 5.10 if the audible does not operate, check for
,

nals of each point. contact closure at the master position on alarm.
: If OK. then the problem is external wiringr If the 1

15.3.1 Terminal (-) to terminal (R3) should read relay does not close, do the following steps:
;

12V.
5.10.1 Check for .12V on R2 terminal of the master [

5.3.2 Termir.at (-) to terminal (R2) should read pos tion. If it is missirig, checa the K jumper. I
I

12V.
5.10.2 Change the 11PX2 relay in the meter module.

5.3.3 Terminal (-) to terminal (R1) should read
'2V. 5.10.3 Change the master module.

+ ,

5.11 U an m is open and R2 to R3 Nmpn M.
5. 4 Check for proper wiring of RTD's, including the following can be expected:

# opens and shorts. The RTD must be across
j R1 and R2. Terminkts R2 and R3 must be the tw 5.11.1 De poirt cannot be reset.
q common wires of the 3-wire RTD. If a 2-wire RTD

is used, a jumper must be between R2 and R3. 5.11.2 De meter will peg upscale on read.
;

5. 5 If on an operational test, none of the potras 5.11.3 Set point reading will be OK.,

alarm, check for a 10 KHz signal on CD termiral
with an oscilloscope. If the 10 KHz signal is miss- 5.12 If an RTD is shorted funder 30 ohms) and R2 to
ing, replace the master module with a known good R3 jumper is OK, the following can be expectwo:
one.

5.12.1 The m wm peg kwnsch on na&
5. 6 If only certain points do not work on opera-
tional test, replace the points with known good ones* 5.12.2 The point wili not operational test.
If the point still does not operational test, check for:

, ,0x61

1
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5.12.3 Set poirs reading rul be OK. 5.13. 2 Operational test will work.

5. 13 If au RTD wiring is open, that is terminals 5.14 in the previous steps. g is stated that a short
Rt. R2. and R3. the fo!!owing can be expected: of 30 ohms or less wS1 cause a poles not to operation- f

al test. With certala models, when this short
5.13.1 Meter circuits will not work. reaches approximately 10 ohms, it wul alarm to

give a short indication.

I
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